Bug #6111

cannot choose ctf run or picking run in standard web view

10/03/2018 01:24 PM - William Rice

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Anchi Cheng
Category: 
Target version: Appion/Leginon 3.4
Affected Version: Appion/Leginon 3.4

Show in known bugs:

Description
Since last night, option to choose specific CTFFIND runs or particle picking runs disappeared from webviewer. Options are still present in 2-way viewer.

Associated revisions

Revision 609d3cdf - 10/03/2018 02:32 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #6111 undo commented out lines for accessing processing results

Revision aaf9e0c2 - 10/03/2018 02:35 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #6111 undo commented out lines for accessing processing results

History

#1 - 10/03/2018 01:40 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Anchi Cheng

I am looking into it.

#2 - 10/03/2018 02:46 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Project changed from SEMC IT tickets to Appion
- Target version set to Appion/Leginon 3.4
- Affected Version set to Appion/Leginon 3.4

Fixed by reverting d79d715f

Pushed to beta and should be updated tomorrow. Only single imageviewer was affected. Use 2way or 3viewers as workaround today.

#3 - 10/03/2018 02:52 PM - Anchi Cheng
Scott,

Sargis said d79d715f was added for you to speed up the loading. This caused this issue, so I have reverted it. A different solution will need to be worked out.

#4 - 10/03/2018 03:06 PM - Scott Stagg
OK. I don't remember what this was about

#5 - 10/03/2018 03:17 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

No worry, then. It was to disable ace and particle picking memo options that allow choice of a specific run or template. The idea was that it reduces the viewer loading time when a session was selected.

Close the issue.
Is there a way to only load the particles etc. if you actually want a specific ctf or picking run? That was we could avoid these long delays when starting the viewer?
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